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ABSTRACT:

Previous theorems on the convergence of the |nfn + ml

Punctual Padé Approximants to the Scattering amplitude are

extended. The new proofs include the cases of non-forward

ana backward scattering corresponding to potentials having

V r and 1/r* long range behaviours, for which the par-

tial wave expansions are divergent and oscillatory, respe£

tively. In this way, the ability of the approximation sche

me as a summation method is established for all of the long

range potentials of interest in potential scattering.



1. INTRODUCTION

(1 2)
In jrecedent papers ' we have studied the evaluation of the

scatter ing amplitude starting from its partial wave expansion

L -- (ft- + J ) [e*p(2;SL) - J J / (2* k) ,where <KL -- (ft- + J ) [e*p(2;SL) - J J / (2* k) , ^ is the

magnitude of the wave vector, i.e., ^ = (-2/*-G / h ) •*• , K

is the reduced mass of the system, the t[_ are the Legendre polyno-

mials, and the C the phase-shifts. We have considered interac-

tions usual in atomic and molecular collision processes, which are

characterized by long range potentials. This feature of the interac_

tions, determines, depending on u and the energy fc involved in

the processes, a slow convergence of expansion (l.l). We dealt with

potentials v(f) f which at great distances have the behaviour:

where A is a constant and °< an integer. Por these cases, and

when the series (l.l) is convergent, a large number of phase-shifts

are usually required to attain a reasonable accuracy when calculating

differential cross-sections. To avoid this difficulty, its summation

with the Padé Punctual Approximants (PPA) was p?.'oposed. A set of

theorems were proven which showed that the rate of convergence of

the PPA is higher, for any value of the scattering angle & and of

the coupling constant, than that of the partial wave sums of (l.l),

when the latter are convergent.
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From t}e mathematical point of view, we studied the convergence pro

perties of the PPA when applied to sequences {Sm j .characterized

by the asymptotic behaviour

and

-f + A (*" * «• ̂ sJn (•»*>©-* t) (1.3a)

(il)

where, following the nomenclature introduced by Shanks , f is

the base of the sequence, n is a positive integer, and A , a, b,

and 8 , are parameters which define the convergent mathematical

transients. The theorems proved in Ref.(l) for these cases, represent

(4)

a wide generalization of those by Wynn , for monotonous and oscil-

lating convergent Newton sequences,i.e., the sequences of Eq.(l.3b)

with n = 1.

In Ref.12) we showed the numerical efficiency of the approach

when calculating the differential cross-section for e-He elastic

scattering at intermediate energies, and for the scattering by a

Lennard-Jones potential. Furthermore, we also found fast numerical

convergence in the cases of the scattering by Coulombian and repul-

sive inverse square potentials. In both cases, j(&) is well defined

for non-foward directions, although the partial wave expansion is

divergent for any Õ in the first, and oscillating for ds'TT in
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the se< ond. This suggested that the domain of convergence of the PPA

is actually larger than that to which the theorems were restricted

in Ref (1).

In this paper ve extend the convergence proofs for the PPA, to

sequences \S^j vith asymptotic behaviours of the type

(1.4)

B / ]

with /?> a non positive integer complex number. They have the interes

ting property of being capable of having, depending on the values of

the parameters, divergent or purely oscillating mathematical tran -

sients. In this way, we are able to include in our formalism, all of

the long range forces of interest in potential scattering covering

all the cases for which f(@) has finite meaningful values.

In Section 2, we introduce the PPA, and a set of lemmas are pro-

ven regarding fieir convergence when applied to sequences of the type

satisfying Eqs.(l.4). By using these results in Section 3, we esta-

blish the convergence theorems for the PPA to the non-forward scatter

ing amplitude, including the cases for which the partial wave expan-

sions involved are divergent or oscillatory.



2. PU JCTUAL PADE APPROXIMANTS

Gi'en a formal power series

f- o

Its H,MJ. Padé approximant (PA) is fsfined by

where R»|(?) and Qu(*) ^^e polynomials in i of orders ^ and

^ , respectively, whose coefficients are uniquely determined by the

requirements

The partial wave expansion (l.l) of 7Í6) can be seen as a power

series, by introducing a variable A , and defining

L-=.O

Then, /fa) = C (1 ) , and we shall have an approximation for

by evaluating the PA to C(x) f calculated at x = 1. The Punc-

tual Padé approximants (PPA) to the scattering amplitude , so de-

fined, determine a doubly infinite array of rational approximations.In

this work, we shall restrict ourselves to consider the PPA

, With K, rr, 1 O .
7 ( & /

Let us define the partial sums of expansion (l.l).

<s T a P

Then, [n,n.-nnj, can be expressed in the following way
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(2.1)

where, for r >, i , A S ^ =• A ^m»," & ^>n » "> ~

the Hankel determinants are defined for a given sequence

n , and

|Tr] ,by

Km)

\

'"in

«

Furthemiore, by using Eq.(2.1) it can be easily shown that if

S* ,thenSr = A .

(2.2)

Let us remark that, for large n, the PPA are not readily computable

with these determinantal quotients. Recurrent algorithms exist, how-

(2)
ever, which allow for an efficient calculation of the approximants

In what follows, we shall prove a set of lemmas which will be

used in the next section, to derive our main proofs regarding the

convergence of the

LEMMA 2.1 - Given the sequence

JL (2.3)
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where Am- (m* >)&-It/H , 0 < e < W , and y5 ̂  0,1,2,3,...,is a

complex number, the sequences ( 'j '! j defined for fixed r- >, O

by the recurrent relation:

'- L±. + dm-, ' Z C ^ 9 ^ > (2.4)

have, for large m, the following asymptotic behaviour:

(2 .5 )

w i t h U p >n - 0> ( $ - ' ) ••' ( f t " n * ' / > f o r **• ~>/ 1 and T A 1 = 1 .

fnoof. : Replacing (2.3) into (2.4) for r = O , i t i s eas i ly seen

that

(A >r- r/1 7. 1/ . l< a '\ Q '( I
(2.6)

1*21

Assuming now that

(a.7)

it follows by using (2.4), that (2.7) holds also for i replaced by

i + 1 , and then, by induction, that it is valid for all ill

The asymptotic equation (2.5) for r* L , can be readily obtained by

replacing (2.3) into (2.6) and it is easily proven for r ? J ,again

by induction, using Eq.(2.7).

Owing to the algebraic nature of the proof of
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Theore i 4.1 on Ref.(l), it is actually valid for any sequence to which

a fami y of sequences may be associated by Eq.(2.4), and having the

asympt >tic behaviours given by Eq.(2.5) for all t~/5-0 . This holds as

long a A is restricted as in Lemma 2.1. Th^n, performing straightfor

ward modifications in the statement of the theorem mentioned above,we

can st ite the following:

r l J r°>ft 1

LEMMA . .2 - The PPA [«.,* + *J applied to the sequence / 3 J ,

define-1 in Lemma 2.1, have, foi' fixed n and large m, the following

asymptotic behaviour

I /• • A ~\ / P~
(Sine) £t>l ** • I*'"» "tn + n. I W+i)

1 *r > 1 (sl-n * )

( i i"n ̂  • c

where A/s n/2. for even n, and A/ -tn-i) /Z for odd n. As in ftef.(l),

it should be noted that when 3."M Amr * O for a given 6 , the

asymptotic order of magnitude of the in, v-> m } . ̂ °,^i is somewhat

smaller for even n, and somewhat larger for odd nr than that general-

ly predicted by Eq. (2.8) without the oscillatory factor 3*Vt

LEMMA £.3 - The [n, n+mj PPA to the sequence



vhere e is a constant and »> a non-zero complex number, have, for

fixed K > o and large m, the following asymptotic behaviour:

r ->
(2.10a)

(2.10b)

«e
: we note that

and replace the first order asymptotic approximation for à<*r thus

obtained, in the expression (2.1) for the PPA (.»,*«• »nj *. >

to get

— ~— — —- »
m —>«o

(2.11)

Let us first consider the case & ** < 0 ,
fc + °

Operating on the determinant W. F J)& r j and using (2.9), we have

. e

(2.12)
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These rlanJcel determinants can be evaluated asymptotically by noting

that

(2.13)

(6)
and the equality

•n-l

f ,
p

in order to obtain,

tt W ) p . (2#14)
r

(2.15)

In the other cases, i.e., %e ̂ >O and any £ , or ^ « V £ O and fe"-0

it is clear that

(Jr ~ (ri) (r + i)

duel consequently,
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"° (2.16)

where we have used Bqs. (2.13) and (2.14), as before.

By using the asymptotic estimates given by Eqs.(2.15) and (2.16),

in (2..1), Bqs.(2.10) follow.

3. THH NON-FORWARD SCATTERING AMPLITUDE FOR LONG RANGE POTENTIALS

Let us consider a central potential V(f) f which behaves at lar-

ge disiances as

\/(r) ~ k / r"*2- y * >,-i

r -•> <o (3.1)

where A is a constant and << an integer. We show in the Appendix,that

the corresponding partial wave amplitudes &(_ in expansion (l.l),have,

for large angular momentum L, the following asymptotic behaviour

L->~a 1st (3.2)

where for «* í- O , 3--2 ,
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while or o < = - i , 3 « l 3 and

L* is a numeric factor dependent on *< f and x. - A/k . By noting

the we.1 known properties of the Legendre polynomials

( o < &< rr t ./it_ = G-+i)e-'f/
it ) (3.3)

and

Ç (-1) = k-l)U (3.4)

it follows that the sequence \$m\ of partial sums of expansion (l.l)

^(&) - / AL 'i(^ciQ') (3.5)

for the non forward directions, is divergent for all 0 when <* = -l

oscillatory for ©^ 7?" when «< = O t and convergent otherwise. The sca^

tering amplitude is well defined, for these anomalous cases. In

what follows, we shall restrict ourselves to &+Q , and show the abi-

lity of the PPA to regularize the sequence (3.5) in those situations,

let us introduce the regularizing factor^7* (L-<ose) in (3.5),

to obtain

TaP (""t) a P (*LLLL a P

(3.6)
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where he coefficients

a.
Lt L

3tLt 3 a, £ C? (3.7)

are th> se of the expansion

L-o

Taking account of the asymptotic behaviour of the

Eq.(3.2), it is easy to show that

o

(3.8)

as given by

L-)ao
(3.9)

and by using a procedure similar to that used to prove Lemma (3.1) of

Ref. (l) we find for large rn :

^ >n -* J , o <r G < Tr (3.10a)

) G * *"" (3.10b)

Th3s shows that expansion (3.8) will be convergent for the cases

here cf^nsidered, and we can then write,
CO -

(3.11)

and by using Eos.(3.3), (3.4) and (3.10) we have for large m,
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(3.12a)

( 0 < © < ÍT }

«'J (3.12b)

where p ( e} s . fairs;..* s^ft)'*- , A w = i»»*')0 -*'* . and J t

the i^;} and | Ã ; j , arc defined as in Eq.(3.2).

By inspection of Eqs.(3.12) our previous assertions regarding the

divergent and oscillatory nature of the sequence of partial wave sums

can be clearly seen for the cases c4 =. O} — I t i.e., /3>, - O , and

|S, = I+IK t which correspond to potentials having long range behaviour

of the type l/r"2 and 1/r , respectively. We can now state the folio

wing theorem:

THEOREM 3.1-The PPA [n^+ml to the scattering amplitude correspon-
•f(^)

diny tc a cen.ral potential having the long range tai l

wheie A is a constant and o( an integer, has for fixed n and large m,

the following asymptotic behaviour:

<TT) (3.13d)
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41TT")
i(rr")

-2*1-1/
">i >

where "he coefficients B; and pf are dependent on °<

as in -:q.(3.2), iT^^lfl-i). for n ">o #„ = I -Tor r> = O

A m are those of Eq. (3.12a) ,^= */<* for even n, and

for odd n.

(,* = t.) (3.13c)

and defined

and

•* We first note that according to Bqs.(3.12)

9 < 7T (3.14)

(3.15)
»» -» oO

where j i^ Vis the sequence defined in Lemma 2.1, and ) C-?rn V is

that of Lemma 2.3 with

y G = O ; / o r o< > P

and by using Lemmas 2.2,2.3, and property (2.2) of the PPA, Bqs.(3.13)

are readily obtained.

Theorem 3.1 generalizes Corollary 4.1 of Ref.(l). It includes the

latter for 0 / Ü < 7T when ol >, O , and for &*ff when <X > o . Two

new results are established: the convergence of the PPA \ji.f * + *>") to

the non-forward scattering amplitude corresponding to a potential



having a Coulombian long range behaviour» for * >• 2 when 9$fi' ,and

for n * 1 when 0*77* (cf.Bqs.(3.13a-b)),and to the backward scattering

amplitude for the case in which the behaviour included is of the

L/r* type, for x ">, 1 (cf.Eq. (3.13c)). This shows that the PPA are

able to transform divergent or oscillatory sequences into others that

convene to the right values, thus providing regularized sequences

for the corresponding partial wave sums. Itoreover the rate of con-

vergence of the former is seen to increase rapidily with n.

Th>! real physical interest in summating in a direct way the par-

tial wave expansion when Coulombian forces are present, could be

questionated. The usual method in this case, is to substract in a clo-

sed form the Coulomb scattering amplitude, and to concentrate in the

(8)remaining convergent expansion . However, the latter will be rapidly

convergent only if the other forces of interest are short range ones

and U.*- energy involved is relatively low. Otherwise, it will be poor-

ly convergent and a summation method such as that of the PPA will be

of value. This is the usual situation, for example, when studying ion-

ion collisions, where long range distorsion and polarization forces

are present, «part of the Coulomb interaction. The PPA approach allows

to treat all of the long range forces present in atomic and molecular

collision processes, in a closed way, without further distinction.

Finally, let us note that owing to the rational nature of the ap-

proximations, and their good behaviour for physical values of Cos 9,
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they c n L»e expected to be a valuable means for the analytical conti

nuation of the scattering amplitude in the complex cas& plane. This

possib lity deserves further study.

APPBND'X

ic hehavLouA of. iAe pa/utial wave ampALiud&o {on. long,

in». r - Liai wave amplitudes

shifts OL by

are defined in terms of the phase-

J )

(2ik)

where «f characterizes the dominant long range component of" the poten

tial (cf.Eq.3.1) . Moreover, it is well known that for these type of

potentials the 0L have the following asymptotic behaviour, for -XZ

^ * 0

with
(I)

_ f

<X I I A.

o<l Í

(Ila)

':= O

o< > O

odd
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while or of--i , one has

which . an be obtained by considering the behaviour of the Coulomb

phase-; hifts

SL s a*q F(L+ 1 + L'A/U^))

for L > > 1 , (Al /(2l< •> .

For «< */O we expand exp [2tcTL ] in powers of oj_ , in order to

obtain, by using Eq.(IIa),

QL s

-Ak

( i n )

and using Eq.(llb), we obtain, for << * - 1

[
(IV)

with fi A /U .
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